




 Possible DD

Sup Apes,

Full disclaimer before I go on, another APE posted the link to this document last week, I have searched for the post but
cant find it. If you know who it was, please send me their name so I can give them the credit for finding it.

The below document was written by Bruce Knuteson and published to https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.00223 where you can
download a pdf copy if needed.

The link looks sus so I think this flew under the radar the first time it was posted. I have copied each page to image
below so you can view without downloading the PDF. The site is actually fine and is an open access distributor for
scholarly articles and seems to be owned by Cornell University.

brief synopsis:

Basically the author provides evidence that a large hedgefund (or hedgefunds) are using fuckery to generate their
returns in the period of market close to market open. This practice could explain the usual dip we see at open. The
manipulation is clear and SEC is either wilfully ignorant or incompetent.

I read this before last weeks AH fuckery and keep going back to it. The article looks at overnight and intraday returns
across the market and also GME and the SEC report that followed, ripping it to pieces and pointing out the numerous
flaws :

"Footnote 78 (and specifically its penultimate sentence) says the SEC does not know who all was short GameStop’s
stock. If you established a huge short position in GameStop on December 15, 2020 and did not trade GameStop for the
next month, the SEC’s analysis thinks you have no position in the stock because the SEC’s analysis is ignorant of
everything that happened before December 24, 2020. The title of the SEC’s plot should more accurately be “buying
activity of some traders with large short positions in GameStop,” with a note clearly admitting they don’t really know what
“some” means and therefore their orange histogram should be bigger and they don’t really know how much bigger. Since
the point of the plot is that there isn’t much orange, the fact that there really should be more orange and the reader
doesn’t have any sense of how much more orange there should be sort of defeats the point of the plot. Beginning the
second to last sentence of footnote 78 with “Note that” – as though reminding you of a minor caveat they have previously
mentioned rather than telling you for the first time a detail that undermines their entire analysis – comes across as
particularly slimy. Not providing the number of shares that ended up being the threshold for “large” does little to increase
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the feeling of transparency. "

TLDR: A large hedgefund (or hedgefunds) have been manipulating the market for at least 14 years to generate
overnight returns whilst keeping intraday gains low or flat. The SEC continues to ignore the issue. Given most
retail are locked out of trading out of hours, this affects us all.

edit: As many apes in the comments have noticed, this document is actually the most recent instalment of a series dating
back to 2016. see this post for part
1: https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/s2w1xn/information_impact_ignorance_illegality_investing/
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